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Abstract— Rapid decrease of differential gain has been de-
termined to dominate the temperature dependence of threshold
current in 1.3-pm multiquantnm well and bulk active lasers
giving rise to low values of TO. Extensive experimental char-
acterization of each type of device is described. Results are
presented for the dependence of gain on chemical potential and
carrier density as a function of temperature. The data indicate
the important role of the temperature-insensitive, carrier density
depeudent chemieal potential in determining differential gain.
Modeling of the temperature dependence of threshold carrier
density in MQW and bulk active lasers based on a detailed

band theory calculation is described. The calculated value of TO
depends on the structure of the active layer, e.g., multiquantum
well versus bulk. However, the calculated values are substantially
higher than measured.

I. INTRODUCTION

w

IDESPREAD use of low cost 1.3-~m broad-band fiber-

optic links is forecast for the near future. Low cost

semiconductor laser modules are favored for these systems

which must operate over a wide temperature range without

the aid and added expense of thermoelectric cooling elements.

Lasers for such applications must therefore possess reasonably

uniform operating characteristics between temperatures of –40

and 85 0C. Temperature dependence in semiconductor lasers

is frequently characterized by the empirical parameter To [1].

Unfortunately, long wavelength InGaAsP–InP based sernicon-

ductor lasers are well known to exhibit strong temperature

dependence of threshold over this temperature range (low

7’.) compared to shorter wavelength GaAs based lasers. The

aim of this study is to examine the temperature dependence

of 1.3-~m semiconductor lasers in an attempt to identify a

mechanism underlying this troublesome threshold temperature

dependence.

Temperature dependent optical loss [2]–[4] as well as het-

erobarrier leakage [5] have been cited as the main cause

of observed temperature sensitivity of threshold. Many prior

investigations have indicated nonradiative recombination due

to various Auger processes as the primary cause of strong

threshold temperature dependence in long wavelength lasers

[6]–[15]. Most of the studies of Auger recombination have

focused on either the temperature dependence of the Auger

processes [8], [1 1], [13], [15] or the role of Auger processes

in consuming current [6], [7], [9], [10], [12], [14]. While there

is no consensus on the temperature dependence, it is generally
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agreed that the non-linear dependence of Auger recombina-

tion on carrier density tends to boost long wavelength laser

thresholds with temperature. Recently however, in contrast

to previous findings [16], [17], gain has been identified as

a dominant cause of poor (low) To in 1.55-Lm strained MQW

lasers [18], 1.3-~m strained mtdtiquantum well (MQW) and

bulk lasers [19], [20], and 0.98-~m Al-free strained single-

and multiquantum well lasers [21].

In this study, we present extensive experimental character-

ization of 1.3-Lm multiquantum well and bulk active lasers

including measurements of gain, loss and chemical potential

as a function of injected carrier density and temperature. We

focus on carrier density rather than current as an indepen-

dent variable. In so doing, we avoid the need to analyze

the temperature dependence of recombination processes. On

the basis of our experimental findings, we confirm that the

temperature dependence of differential gain dominates the tem-

perature dependence of threshold carrier density and threshold

current in the lasers studied. Data are presented in terms of

gain as a function of chemical potential, carrier density and

temperature. Predictions of a gain model based on an accurate

band structure are presented and compared to experiments in

Section III, followed by conclusions of this study.

II. EXPERIMENTAL

A. Devices

Devices used in this study consisted of MQW and bulk ac-

tive 1.3-,um capped mesa buried heterostructure [22] (CMBH)

FabryPerot lasers that are designed for use in uncooled laser

modules. Multiquantum-well lasers contained from 7 to 10

wells of strained quaternary material with quatemary bamiers

of thickness w 100 ~. Well thicknesses ranged from 30 to

100 ~ with compressive strain between 0.3 and 1.0%. Bulk

lasers contained 1300-~ thick unstrained quaternary active

regions. Laser cavities of w 1 pm width and w 300 ~m length

were surrounded by conventional InP current blocking layers.

Chips with uncoated facets were bonded with the substrate-

side down on ceramic heatsinks.

Lasers of the type described above exhibit low current

leakage. Leakage is characterized by measurement of dif-

ferential impedance above threshold. A drop in differential

impedance dV/dl is an indication of leakage arising from either

shunt paths around the active layer or heterobarrier leakage at

the active-cladding interface [23]. With low leakage, internal

efficiency ~int remains high (N80’%) over the operating tem-
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perature range as will be discussed, Typical external slope

efficiencies at 25 ‘C were measured to be 0.24 W/A/facet,

dropping to 0.20 W/A at 85 “C. CMBH lasers of the present

design typically exhibit 3-dB parasitic-limited bandwidths of

10 to 12 GHz at operating powers of N 10 mW.

B. Measurement Techniques

Amplified spontaneous emission (ASE) spectra were mea-

sured for each laser between 25 and 85 0C for a series of

closely spaced sub-threshold bias currents. An HP-7095 IA

optical spectrum analyzer with 0.1 nm resolution was used. A

polarizer with extinction ratio *4O dB incorporated between

laser facet and spectrometer allowed selection of either TE

or TM polarized spontaneous emission from the laser. Modal

gain was determined by analyzing the spectral fringe contrast

of ASE [24], [25]. In our case, the ratio of longitudinal mode

spacing to spectrometer resolution was approximately 10. We

found that the prescription of [25] gave more accurate gain

results than the often used formulation of [24] for net gains in

excess of w —30 cm– 1. Error of measurement of modal gain

determined in this fashion was found to be *0.5 cm– 1 over

almost the entire energy range. Accuracy of gain measurement

on the low-energy side of the gainpeak was limited by the level

of stray light rejection in our spectrometer of N –60 dB.

Loss was determined in each laser as a function of sub-

threshold current and temperature using a technique which

represents a variation of that described in [26] and which will

be reported upon elsewhere [27]. A small, single-frequency,

ac optical signal from a HP-8167A external cavity laser was

introduced into a laser cavity. The induced ac voltage response

across the laser under test was monitored while sweeping

the photon energy of the external source. Resulting detection

curves show peaks corresponding to cavity resonances of the

laser under test. The envelope of these peaks is approxi-

mately proportional to material gain. Under conditions of

transparency, at which point material gain switches sign, the

envelope of the peaks also passes through zero. Location of

the photon energy corresponding to this zero gives an accurate

means of determining transparency energy which was then

recorded at each current and temperature. We find this method

of identifying material transparency superior to others due to

its immunity to effects of out-of-band optical emission from

the external source.

Residual loss in the laser cavity at the determined trans-

parency energy was obtained using the spectral fringe contrast

method described above. Loss measured under conditions of

material transparency is ascribed to free carrier and interva-

lence band absorption, absorption due to modal overlap with

doped cladding material and a small amount of scattering, all

lumped together as ~int, and to mirror loss am. Due to the

extremely strong dependence of material loss (or gain) on pho-

ton energy in the neighborhood of transparency (approximately

5 cm- l/meV), it is essential to measure transparency energy

accurately. In our measurements, error in loss at transparency

of less than +1 cm– 1 implied an error of measurement of

transparency energy of better than +0.2 meV (+0.25 nm) or

better.

Comparison of the peak modal gain to loss at transparency,

provides a measure of the maximum net modal gain available

at a given current and temperature. In subtracting peak gain

from loss at the transparency energy, we neglect the small

variation in loss which occurs over this small energy range.

Estimating variation in free carrier absoprtion and intervalence

band absorption [28], a roughly constant, small error in net

gain of -1 cm-l is incurred.

Differential carrier lifetime Td,was determined as a function

of sub-threshold current and temperature by first measuring

the sub-threshold frequency response of spontaneous emission

collected from a laser facet under small-signal electrical mod-

ulation [29]. Samples selected for this study showed clean,

parasitic-free roll-off characteristics which could be well fit

by a single pole (i.e., a single time constant TSP) between 1

and 1000 MHz. The values for T8P are then corrected, taking

into account the measured bias-dependent differential junction

impedance Rd / (1 + ~WTd ) in series with the source impedance

(50 Q) and laser series impedance [30].

Internal efficiency ~.t was estimated for each device by

comparing total external slope efficiency at threshold L’ (~~h)

to the ratio of mirror to total loss, also at threshold using the

relationship L’(~th) = (1 .24/ ~[pm]) “7j’int . O!m/Qkotal.

C. Experimental Results and Analysis

Representative gain spectra for a multi-quantum well laser

are illustrated in Fig. l(a), in which modal gain is plotted as a

function of photon energy for various subthreshold laser drive

currents at a fixed temperature of 25 0C. At low energy, the

spectra converge to approximately –60 to –70 cm– 1, a value

close to total loss measured at transparency. Measured loss

at material transparency energy is also plotted in Fig. 1(a)

(diamonds) for each current. At threshold, measured modal

gain is zero to within our experimental accuracy of +0.5 cm-l.

Gain spectra for a bulk active laser, such as those shown in

Fig. l(b) are qualitatively similar to spectra obtained for MQW

lasers, although broader by about 10 meV. Gain spectra for

MQW and bulk active lasers at 85 ‘C are shown in Fig. 2(a)

and (b), respectively. In both MQW and bulk active cases, we

see a broadening of spectra with temperature. Between 25 and

85 “C, the rate of broadening with carrier density is observed

to be roughly linear as shown in Fig. 3. The slope of modal

gain peak width (full spectral width at half peak net gain)

as a function of carrier density for the bulk case in Fig. 3 is

reduced slightly from 25 to 85 ‘C, dropping approximately

30% from 25 to 18 meV\1018 cm-3. In the MQW case, this

slope remains constant to within N 10910at 8 meV/1018 cm–3.

Differential lifetime as a function of bias current and temper-

ature is plotted in Fig. 4(a) and (b) for MQW and bulk active

lasers. Carrier density was then determined by integrating

‘Td over cu~ent [31] taking account of intemal efficiency.

Resulting current as a function of carrier density is plotted

in Fig. 5(a) and (b) for the same MQW and bulk active lasers

featured in Figs. 1 and 2. A strong temperature dependence

in the relationship of current versus carrier density was not

observed. Our results, which are in accord with those of Zou

et al. [18], hold for both MQW and bulk active lasers. Results
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Fig. 1. Sub-threshold, 25 ‘C modal gain spectra as a function of photon

energy for (a) MQW laser forvtious currents (in 0.5 mA current steps) and

(b) bulk active laser(l rnAcurrent steps) .Diamonds in&catemeaswed loss

at transparency energy.

of Fig. 5 suggest that thetotal recombination rate in our lasers

is nearly temperature independent between 25 and 85 0C. As

suggested in [19], [20], partial cancellation of temperature-

related changes in radiative [32] and Auger [15], [33], [34]

recombination rates over the temperature range might account

for the overall temperature insensitivity observed.

Traditionally, curves such as those shown in Fig. 5 are

interpreted using a polynomial fit [35] and assigning mono-

molecular, bimolecular and Auger recombination rates to

linear (a), quadratic (b) and cubic (c) coefficients, respectively.

We find that such a fitting procedure pefformed on our data

gives large uncertainty in fit coefficients, especially in (c),

that usually associated with Auger recombination. Values of

a = 0.8 + 0.3 x 108/s, b = 0.9 +0.3 x 10–10 cm3/s and c =

0.7 + 0.4x 10–29 cmG/s for MQW and a = 1.1+ 0.3 x 108/s,

b = 2.5+ 0.3 x 10–10 cm31s and c = 4.7 +0.6x 10-29 cmG/s

for bulk active lasers are obtained under the assumption that
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Fig, 2. Subthreshold, 85 0C modal gain spectra as a function of photon

energy for (a) MQW laser for various currents (in 2 mA current steps) and

(b) bulk active laser (4 mA current steps). Diamonds indicate measured loss

at transparency energy.

a, b, and c do not vary appreciably between 25 and 850 C.

Values for a, b, and c such as these are consistent with those

found by other investigations [10], [12], [18], [29], [31]. No

clear trend with temperature is observed for a, b, and c o~er

the temperature range. Fractional deviations from a single

temperature-independent fit for each of Fig. 5(a) or (b) are

measured to be less than &4’%0.,

Nlirror loss cum is determined using the standard formula

CYm . L = In (rl . 7-2) in which L z 300 ~m is the measured

cavity length and r-l = r2 are the equal, uncoated facet field re-

flectivities. We used like-designed distributed feedback lasers

with well defined first order grating pitch A and measured

Bragg wavelength AB to obtain modal effective index n,ff =

~B/(2 ~A) = 3.25 and we used rl = (n,fi – I)/(n.fi + 1) =

0.529 giving an = –42 cm– 1. Internal loss as a function

of carrier density and temperature is shown in Fig. 6(a) and
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(b) for MQW and bulk active lasers, respectively. Mirror loss

was subtracted from total loss at (material) transparency, in

each case. Internal loss for both MQW and bulk active lasers

can be approximated for temperatures between 25 and 85 ‘C

by a linear dependence on carrier density, independent of

temperature [19], [20]. On detailed inspection, we observed a

slight temperature dependence in loss at fixed carrier density.

Variation in loss between 25 and 85 “C is less than 1%/K, sim-

ilar in magnitude to other quatemary compounds [281. Using

calculated confinement factors of approximately 0.09 and 0.3,

values of d~int/dn of w24 + 5 and 21 + 3 x 10-18 cm2

are found for MQW and bulk active material, respectively.

These values are higher than the value of 13 x 10-18 cm2

found in [28].

Net modal gain and total loss are plotted together as a

function of carrier density in Fig. 7(a) and (b) for MQW

and bulk active lasers, respectively. A detailed discussion of

such an analysis appears elsewhere [19], [20]. We note that

static differential gain, measured in the present work, was ob-

served to agree quantitatively with that measured using relative

intensity noise. Temperature dependence of differential gain

dg/dn, here determined by the slope of each gain versus carrier

density curve, can be fitl as dg/dn(T) ~ exp (–T/To, dg/dn).

To,@/& falls in the range 90 to 110 K for MQW lasers

and is slightly higher, 100 to 120 K, for bulk active lasers.

Intersections of loss and gain curves occur at threshold carrier

densities n~h for each temperature.

Using these intersections, threshold carrier density nth can

be written [19], [20]2

a. + no . dg/dn

“h= (dg/dn - da/dn)
(1)

1See [4, Fig. 7] from which can be obtained To, dg/ dn m 135 K,

To, dg/dn–dm/dn -85 K.

2Cf. [4, (9b)].
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Fig. 4. Differentialcarrier lifetime measuredas a function of cnrrent for
(a) MQW and (b) bulk active laser at 25 “C (closedcircles),45 ‘C (open
triangles),650 C (closed squares) and 850 C (open diamonds).

in which aO is zero carrier density extrapolation of loss a(n),

no is transparency carrier density and dg/dn and da/dn are

differential gain and loss, respectively. Transparency carrier

density no, which is determined by the intersection of each

gain curve in Fig. 7 with zero net gain, increases with temper-

ature [19], [20]. The product nO. dg/dn is observed to be only

weakly dependent on temperature and thus, the numerator of

the right-hand side of (1) is almost temperature independent.

Since dg/dn >> da/dn, the temperature dependence of nth

is approximately that of (dg/dn) – 1. By fitting measured

n~h(T) a exp (T/To, ~,k), we determine To, ~i~ to be approx-

imately 120 K for MQW lasers. A slightly lower To, ~,~ of

approximately 100 K for bulk active lasers examined reflects

the combination of slightly stronger temperature dependence

of transparency carrier density depicted in Fig. 7(b).

At each current and temperature a transparency energy was

obtained for each laser examined. Based on detailed balance
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‘k, T”(gT, n/gn, T)+pT, n = ‘gT, n/gp, T+~T, ~. SiIICe the

chemical potential can be written as the sum of the band~an
arguments, the chemical potential p,, the energy required to

add an electron-hold pair to the plasma in the active region, is

equal to the quasi-Feti level separation [36], [37] and hence,

to the transparency energy [38]. Fig. 8(a) and (b) show net

modal gain plotted as a function of chemical potential and

temperature for MQW and bulk active lasers. Lines labelled

threshold in Fig. 8 represent loci of threshold net gain versus

threshold chemical potential at each temperature.

For a given value of net modal gain g(n, l“), chemical

potential K(n, T) decreases with increasing temperature due to

several factors which act simultaneously. We can approximate

the change in chemical potential associated with a change in

temperatttm and in density as &p = ,LLn,T . Sn + ~T; ~ . 6T, in

which B., ~ symbolizes the partial derivative of p with respect

to x at constant y. For a constant gain contour in Fig. 8,

‘9n, T “ dn = 9T, n . 6T. Therefore, at a fixed gain, 6,LL//$T=

e .-

energy and the electron and hole quasi-Feti energies (relative

to each band-edge), UT, ~ can be conveniently decomposed

into two parts. First, an increase in temperature causes a

decrease in bandgap directly and hence in p, as parametrized

by standard coefficients [39]. Second, an increase of tempera-

ture affects the position of each quasi-Feti level as carriers

redistribute themselves in energy, causing a further decrease

in ~ dependent on the band structure. Finally, the magnitudes

of 9T, % and gw,T can be estimated from Figs. 7 and 8,

respectively. The ratio ( ‘gT, ~/gP, T) is positive. It reflects

the need for increased carrier density in order to maintain

constant gain and causes ,u to increase. This last effect acts

with an opposite sign to that of bandgap shrinkage. Close to

threshold gains, change in chemical potential with temperature

PT, g is observed @ be about –O. 17 and –0.23 meVIK in
MQW and bulk active lasers, respectively. These values are
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Fig. 7. Total loss (open symbols) and net modat gain (closed symbols) as a

function of carrier density for (a) MQW and (b) bulk active laser at 25 0C

(circles), 45 “C (triangles), 65 “C (squares) and 850 C (diamonds). Dashed

line represents single linear fit to loss data for atl temperatures. Arrow indicates

~mi.rOr = 42 cm–l.

smaller than those predicted solely on the basis of the change

of bandgap by approximately 30 to 5090. The smaller value

of p~, ~ observed in MQw Compared to bulk active lasers is

probably due to a smaller value of fLT,rs, in turn, related to

the lower MQW density of states in the valence band.

We observe that slopes of net modal gain versus chemical

potential increase with ~, the rate of increase slowing upon

approach to threshold. The threshold value of dg/d# decreases

with increasing temperature, the overall decrease between

25 and 85 “C being greater in MQW than in bulk lasers.

We note that the change of gain with chemical potential (or

transparency energy) can easily be visualized using Figs. 1 or

2 by following from spectrum to spectrum, the increase of

peak gain and motion of the transparency point as they each

vary with current or carrier density.
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(sq~ares) md’85 0C (diamonds). Solid lines represent contonrs of tbreshoId
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Fig. 9(a) and (b) show chemical potential as a function of

carrier density and temperature for MQW and bulk active

lasers, respectively. As in Fig. 8, threshold contours are indi-

cated, here showing loci of Pth versus nth. In Fig. 9, dashed

curves represent fits of the form U(n) = U(nth) + 2kBT “

In (n/n~h) +A(T) n. This form represents the leading terms of

a series approximation for the separation in quasi-Fermi levels

[40] that, in the absence of the linear correction, describes the

case of nondegenerate carriers with equal electron and hole

densities. We observe a rapid decrease with temperature in the

linear coefficient A(T), which is greater than that predicted

by the simple expression given in [40].

Next, we use data of Figs. 8 and 9 to probe the strong

temperature dependence of differential gain at threshold. We

consider modal gain g = g(~(n) ) and, using the chain rule,

write differential gain g~, T- = gv, T “ ILn, T. EaCh factor 1s

evaluated at threshold. First, we consider gv, T, the rate of
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change of modal gain with chemical potential at constant

temperature. This is plotted as a function of carrier density

and temperature as solid symbols in Fig. 10 (in this case,

for a bulk active laser). As mentioned previously, g~, ~ at

threshold decreases with increasing temperature. At fixed gain

near threshold, or at threshold gain, we observe the change of

gp, T with tefnperature to be small, especially in bulk active

lasers. For example, a chop of -10 to 20% in threshold 9P, T

is seen in bulk active lasers compared to 15 to 25~0 in MQW

lasers. Fig. 10 also shows as open symbols p%,T as a function

of n and temperature. We observe that pn, T is not strongly

temperature sensitive but varies rapidly with carrier density,

roughly as n-1 as would be anticipated based on the quality

of logarithmic fits of Fig. 9. For example, between 25 and 85

“C, ~n, T evaluated at n~h(T) drops by approximately 50%

in both MQW and bulk active lasers whereas the change in

d
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Fig. 10. Derivatives dg/d~ (closed symbols) and d~idn (open symbols)

both as a function of carrier density for bdk active laser at 25 “C (circles),

45 ‘C (triangles), 65 0C (squares) and 85 0C (diamonds). Arrows indicate

threshold carrier densities for each temperature. The product (dg/d&. dp/dn]

at a given threshold carrier density yields threshold value of dgldn.

Pn, T at a fixed n, say 2x 1018, is small. Differentiating the

expression used for fitting the data in Fig. 9 yields Lm,~ =

2kBT/n + A(T). The increase with temperature of the first

term is found to be largely cancelled by the decrease in the

second term.

Taken together, the threshold value of g@,~ fin, T gives a

differential gain at constant temperature. While g~, T evaluated

at threshold does not show a very strong temperature depen-

dence, temperature insensitive pn, T evaluated at threshold

carrier density nt,h (T) does. It is the decrease in Wn,T with

carrier density which amplifies the slow drop in g&,T yielding

the strong, observed temperature dependence of differential

gain.

III. GAIN MODEL RESULTSAND COMPARISON

TO THE EXPERIMENTALDATA

In order to understand the material gain in more detail,

particularly the temperature sensitivity, we calculated gain

for bulk quaternary InGaAsP alloys as well as MQW struc-

tures which are modeled using an extended superlattice. The

approach used is summarized in the Appendix. The salient

points me first, that the electronic energy levels are calculated

using an envelope function approach implemented in an eight

band k. p model. Second, the quasi-Fermi levels for electrons

and holes and the allowed optical transitions are determined,

from which the associated gain (absorption) is calculated.

A standard independent particle model is used for the gain;

many-body interaction effects due to the carrier-carrier inter-

actions are not included explicitly. The potential impact of

these interaction effects is discussed below.

The bulk active laser material is chosen to be

(lno,53Gao.47-As) 0,58 (1np)0.42, approximately lattice matched

to InP. This yields peak gain near 1.3 ~m for material gain

in the correct range. The calculation of band energies in the
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alloy are standard. The eight band k . p model includes band

nonparabolicity explicitly.

The superlattice that represents the MQW active region

alternates between quaternary alloy barriers chosen to have

a room temperature band gap corresponding to 1.12 pm and

quatemary alloy wells of a specified strain. The well composi-

tion is tuned to achieve a room temperature superlattice band

gap corresponding to the measured low energy inflection point

in the photo-luminescence spectrum. Figure 11 shows the band

energies and densities of states corresponding to 100-~ barriers

and 70-~ wells that have 0.5570 lattice mismatch with respect

to InP (compressive strain in the wells). Only one electron

subband is confined in the relatively shallow conduction band

wells. There is a non-zero dispersion of this band along

the superlattice axis, giving a quasi-three-dimensional density

of states near the bottom of the subband. The higher sub-

bands are above the barrier. They exhibit a three-dimensional

contribution to the density of states that starts about 8 meV

above the barrier energy. The details of the hole sub-bands

depend sensitively on the choice of strain [41]–[44]. In the

present case, the first two heavy hole derived subbands are

separated by about 40 meV. The third subband derives from

the light holes. The interaction between the first two subbands

leads to noticeable nonparabolicity in the first subband and the

characteristic negative curvature near k = O for the second

subband. This latter feature yields a sharp spike in the density

of states.

The density of states for the superlattice is compared to that

of the bulk alloy in Fig. 12. The density of states is explicitly

normalized by the full unit cell volume, i.e., including the

barrier region in the superlattice. This contrasts with the

common practice of normalizing to the well region only.

However, the present approach has the advantage of comparing

various designs of active region on an equivalent basis. The

electron density of states in the superlattice has the same

overall magnitude as that in the bulk alloy. Above the barrier,

it approaches the bulk result. The electron states below the

barrier will only accommodate about 8x 1017 cm’3 carriers.

Therefore, at room temperature and above, with typical carrier

densities for laser operation, there is a significant population

of electrons above the barriers in three dimensional states. In

contrast, the relevant hole density of states is all confined to the

well region with an effective mass and corresponding density

of states substantially smaller (about a factor of three) than in

the bulk case.

The temperature sensitivity of the gain has been calculated

for various active layer designs. Following the experimental

analysis, this degree of sensitivity is characterized by as-

signing a “TO,~(g)” value. To, ~(g) is evaluated as follows.

The peak gain is calculated as a function of electron and

hole density, assumed equal, for two temperature T1 =

25 “C and T2 = 85 “C, Then for a given level of gain,

the density required to achieve this gain is calculated at

these temperatures. The temperature sensitivity is given by

To, ~tg] = (T2 – TI )/log (TL2/nl ). This is done for several

different cases: bulk active and three barrier/well combinations

(100 h70 ~ with 0.55% mismatch, 100 k50 ~ with 0.61%

mismatch and 100 &30 ~ with 0.67% mismatch). This set
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Fig. 11. Calculated band stmctnre, (a) and (c), and density of states, (b)

and (d), for a superlattice consisting of 100-~ 1.12-flm quatemary barriers

and 70-~ compressively strained (t ).ss~. lattice mismatch) quatemary wells

yieldbg a superlattice band gap of 1.3 #m. Energies are taken reIative to

the respective band edges. The position of the barrier conduction band is

indicated. The range of in-plane k-vector is 5Yoof the Bnllouin zone while

the k-vector along the axis extends to the superlattice zone boundary. The

units for the density of states are 1 x 1019 states/eV/cm3.

of cases is by no means exhaustive, but covers the range

of devices included in the present experimental study. For

each case, the value of material gain required is varied from

50 cm-l to g~.,, a few times usual threshold value. (The

grn,x was 1000, 2700, 3000, and 2300 cm-l for the bulk,

30, 50, and 70 ~ cases, respectively, normalized to be gain

per well.) For the superlattice structures, the value of gain

and carrier density are also taken relative to the full unit cell

volume, i.e., including the barrier regions. This view allows

easy comparison among various designs imagining that the

total active layer thickness is invariant. Results are plotted in

Fig. 13 showing calculated To, ~(~) versus density to achieve

g at 25 “C. The first obvious point is that this model does not

give agreement with the magnitude of 2’0found experimentally

and analyzed in the previous section. This general situation

is well known [18]–[20]. However, it is interesting that the

model does predict definite changes in temperature sensitivity

with structure and demanded gain, or operating point. In fact,

the range of variation found in Fig. 13 of about 25% is similar

to that observed between the bulk active and MQW measured

To, dg/dn with the ]atter being more temperature sensitive.

The bulk material shows a steady rise in To with carrier

density. The superlattices exhibit a weak maximum. In order

to understand this better, the case of ideal quantum wells is
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considered. With only a single electron and hole subband, the

peak gain as a function of temperature and density can be

calculated analytically [14]. Therelationnl/~1 = n2/T2 must

be satisfied in order to maintain constant gain as a function of

temperature. Thus, To = T, or for the finite difference case,

approximately theaverageof T1 and T2. Aline at To =330K

independent of the demanded gain, or operating carrier density

is shown in Fig. 13. The two aspects of the density of states

that yield this result are the abrupt step at the band edge and

the constant value beyond. In particular, while maintaining

constant gain with increasing temperature, there is no change

of the quasi-Fermi levels for electrons and holes.

Next, we consider a realistic density of states for the

electrons and holes, but exclude the higher subbands. Resultant

values of To, ~(g) are plotted as the curve labeled “2 bands

only” in Fig. 13. This more realistic density of states adds
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/
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Fig. 13. Calculated 7’0, ~(g) as a function of room temperature carrier

density required to maintain a constant materiat gain value g. 100/70 notation

refers to barrier/weIl thickness in ~.

two additional features. First, the nonparbolicity leads to a

nonconstant density of states. The additional state density

in the tail of the carrier distribution demands additional

carriers to maintain given quasi-Fermi levels, and hence gain.

The demand for additional cat-tiers translates to increases

temperature sensitivity. To is reduced to the range of 280 K.

Furthermore, as the operating carrier density or demanded gain

increases, the need for more carriers increases, producing a

slight negative slope in To, ~(g) for higher densities. Second,

the density of states for the electxons no longer has an abrupt

step at the band edge. Therefore the gain spectrum no longer

rises abruptly at the band gap, but has a smooth rise as found

for a bulk material. The initial tendency for To to rise with

density in the superlattice materials follows the same trend

for the bulk material seen in Fig. 13. This observation is

supported by the fact that the rise is more pronounced for

the material with 30-~ wells where the superlattice dispersion

of the electron sub-band is larger.

Finally, when the additional subbands are included in the

calculation, To drops into the range of 18@220 K. The extra

states are populated in the thermal distribution of carriers, but

do not contribute to the gain. This is a substantial efffect for the

electrons, and non-negligible for the holes as well. The second

hole subband in Fig. 12 has a large state density associated

with it. Furthermore, there is a systernatic trend showing the

energy of this sub-band dropping (becoming more negative)

as the well width is reduced. Consideration of this trend has

previously been identified as important in design of MQW

active layer material [41 ]–[43]. In the present structures, the

hole subband moves from –40 meV (70 ~ wells) to – 80 meV

(30 ~ wells). At the same time, the capacity of the bound

electron subband increases by about 2070. Together, these

changes in the subband structure increase the range of To from

180 K to 220 K. These results show that there is some room for

altering the temperature sensitivity of the gain through changes

in MQW design. However, the overall influence of the higher

subbands remains quite important.
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with Lorentziarr broadening (dashed line) are described in the text.

The model calculations do not yield the same degree of

temperature sensitivity of gain as found in the devices. We

now turn to a more detailed comparison with the data. In

Fig. 14, the modal gain spectrum is shown for a bulk active

device biased just below the threshold. Using a calculated

modal confinement factor of rat ~ 0.3, the corresponding

calculated gain spectrum is shown. The spectra have been

aligned at transparency, involving a shift of the calculated

spectrum by about 20 meV toward lower energy. The model

is clearly inadequate in two respects: first, the peak of the

gain is too close to the transparency energy and secondly,

the width on the low energy side is substantially too small.

One consequence of the carrier~arrier interactions is a finite

lifetime, or homogeneous broadening, in the gain curve. This

dephasing time is typically taken to be 0.1 ps [42], [43], while

more detailed calculations suggest 0.05-0.1 ps [45]. However,

the resultant Lorentzian broadening (about 5–10 meV half

width) is insufficient to explain the observed width of the

gain peak as measured. For consistency, broadening has been

applied to the spontaneous emission spectrum from which the

gain is then derived [36], [37]. A half width of 25 meV is

required to approximate the peak position and width, as shown

by the dashed curve in Fig. 14. However, this large amount

of broadening introduces an unphysical low energy tail. If a

similar fit is made to the spectrum at 85 ‘C, an even larger

broadening parameter of 33 meV is required. Finally, this

larger Lorentzian broadening can give the correct separation

between the chemical potential and the peak of the gain curve,

across the range of carrier density. However, the data of Fig. 3

(measured FWHM of the gain curves) support the need for

density dependent broadening.

The calculated variation of peak modal gain with carrier

density is compared to the experimental results in Fig. 15. Two

points of disagreement are evident: first, the calculated slopes

are too large and secondly, the change of threshold density

and differential gain with temperature is substantially under-
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Fig. 15. Comparison of calculated peak modat gain versus carrier density

to experiment for the buIk active device at the indicated temperatures.

Experiment (dots), calculation witbout broadening (solid line) and calculation

with Lorentziarr broadening (dashed line) are described in the text.

estimated. These discrepancies cannot be removed through

homogeneous broadening, even allowing for a temperature

dependant broadening as derived from the fits described above.

The slope at 250 C is improved, providing reasonable agree-

ment, but changes with temperature are still too small.

Following the break up of the differential gain into a

dependence of g(y) and p(n), the model calculations are com-

pared to the experiments in Figs. 16 and 17. The temperature

dependence of the band gap has been explicitly included in the

model for the chemical potential difference. As in Fig. 15, the

band gap has also been shifted to align the chemical potential

to the experimental tmnsparency energy at the 25 ‘C threshold.

In the absence of broadening, the gain rises too quicky with

increasing chemical potential difference. With reference to the

inset in Fig. 16 and the discussion of Fig. 8, the change of p

with temperature has two parts. First, the bandgap, and hence

the separation of quasi-Fermi levels decreases with increasing

temperature. Second, to achieve a given value of gain, the

quasi-Fermi levels must move into (towards) the bands, thus

increasing ~. This latter effect is the net result of changes in

p with temperature and an increase in density and is under-

estimated by the model. On the other hand, the temperature

sensitivity of the slope dg/dp is quite weak, and similar to that

which is measured. Introduction of homogeneous broadening,

with values of broadening fit to our experiments near threshold

(at each temperature, but constant with density), yields a

reasonable agreement with experimental values of g(~) in

the range shown. This agreement can be largely attributed to

the gain transferred to energies below the band gap by the

broadening. Unfortunately, the long low energy tail noted in

Fig. 14 is here converted into gain extending far below the

band gap that is not observed experimentally.

The most surprising result is that the temperature sensitivity

of the chemical potential is not reproduced in the band

model. The density dependence at 25 0C is approximately
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correct. However, the change when temperature is increased

to 85 0C is not well represented. Several empirical schemes

have been examined to understand this situation. Usually,

one expects band tails in the gap region due to disorder,

e.g., from alloy fluctuations. However, inclusion of gaussian

broadening of the density of states (up to 50 meV) prior

to calculation of the quasi-Fermi levels for electrons and

holes does not substantially alter Fig. 17. A second possible

omission from the model is background doping in the active

region. This is most likely p-type with an upper bound of

about 5 x 1017 cm–3. Inclusion of extra holes shifts the curves

for ~(n) upward providing neither closer to agreement nor

improved temperature sensitivity.

A third omission from the model, as presented in

Figs. 15–1 7, is many-body corrections. Model calculations

exist for the many-body correction to the chemical potential

showing red shifts of 20 to 30 meV with a weak density

dependence [46]–[48]. Incorporation of this correction, which

would give a small change in Fig. 17, tends to improve the

dependence on density in comparison to the experimental

data. There should also be an overall enhancement of the

modal gain. For the present densities, this factor should be

less than about 1.3, and again weakly dependent on density

[46]–[48]. We do not expect this to be sufficient to change

the temperature sensitivity of the model. The homogeneous

broadening should be both density and temperature dependent.

This will also slightly alter the curves in Figs. 15 and 16. But

as seen in the discussion above, the broadening needed to

explain the measured width of the gain spectra is too large to

be plausibly explained by a homogeneous broadening.

The possible presence of background doping raises the

related issue of inhomogeneous broadening. The impurity

centers represent extra scattering which produces band tails

and alters the low energy gain through the breakdown of

the k-selection rule for the optical transitions. A detailed
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Fig. 17. Comparison of calculated chemicat potential versus camier density

to experiment for the bulk active device at the indicated temperatures.

Experiment (dots) and calculation (solid line) are described in the text, The

open squares show the chemical potential at 25 0C threshold.

model has been described for this case of high doping density

[49]–[50]. Qualitatively, this will lead to enhanced gain at

lower carrier density, while approaching the present results at

higher density where k-selection is approximately obeyed. In

the present materials system, there is the additional infiuence of

alloy disorder, as well as the possibility for longer wavelength

compositional fluctuations such as spinodal decomposition

[51]. For the MQW structures, well width variation represents

another source of inhomogeneous broadening, Quantitative

modeling of these effects appears to be quite relevant for

understanding the experimental data.

IV. CONCLUSION

Extensive experimental characterization of 1.3-~m MQW

and bulk active lasers has been performed to investigate

the temperature sensitivity of threshold. We have presented

evidence indicating that the temperature sensitivity of gain

dominates other mechanisms, among them non-radiative re-

combination and optical loss, thereby playing a pivotal role

in reducing To of both 1.3-Lm MQW and bulk active lasers.

Using measured chemical potential ~, we can examine the

temperature dependence of differential gain dg/dn as that of

the product dg/dp. dp~dn. Of these two measured factors, the

first dg/d~ is characterized by a slow drop with temperature

at threshold. The latter quantity dp/dn is observed to be

only weakly temperature dependent but strongly camier density

dependent. Together, these factors produce a strongly temper-

ature dependent differential gain which we characterize with

ITo, ii,/d~ I = 90 to 120 K. Threshold carrier density is shown

to possess in magnitude a very similar and strong temperature

dependence. We note that the nonlinear current-carrier density

relationship, which is measured, provides a conversion of

To, ~g,dn to the more familiar parameter TO ~ 55 K.
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Temperature sensitivity of gain has been analyzed using a

model which includes detailed band structure calculations for

each MQW and bulk active case. The model does not predict

the observed value of To. However, the model does explain

the variation of temperature sensitivity with structure between

MQW and bulk active lasers. Comparison of the calculated to

the measured gain spectra highlights the importance of broad-

ening. We expect that a degree of homogeneous broadening as

well as inhomogeneous broadening due to material fluctuations

is required in order for the model to provide a more realistic

picture of To in long wavelength semiconductor lasers.

APPENDIX

DESCRIPTIONOF THE GAtN MODEL

The eight band k p model describes the bulk semiconductor

energy bands in the region of the fundamental band gap

including the heavy hole, light hole and split-off hole bands

as well as the lowest conduction band near the k = O point in

the Brillouin zone. The spin-orbit interaction is fully included.

The influence of strain on the band structure is incorporated

through the conventional deformation potentials [52]. This

model is extended to the heterostructure case through the use

of the standard envelope function approximation. The MQW

structures are represented by an extended superlattice which

allows periodicity to be exploited in calculating the band

energies and wavefunctions. A detailed description of this

method is provided in [41] and [53]. We used that approach

as a starting point, but included some new features.

The calculation of the band energies, wavefunctions and

dipole matrix elements follows [41] and [53] closely. The

band structure is calculated at T = O using the low temper-

ature band gap is input. Then the band structure is rigidly

shifted according to the experimental band gap change with

temperature as described by the Varshni coefficients [39]. The

Luttinger parameters for InP are taken to be ~1 = 5.15, 72 =

0.94, and 73 = 1.62 [54]. The deformation potentials are taken

from [55]. Parameters needed for the InzGal -ZAS strained

alloys are expanded linearly about those for the lattice matched

alloy. The needed Luttinger parameters are interpolated or

extrapolated from the well known values for GRAS [56] and

the lattice matched alloy [57]. The tabulated values for InAs,

which are far from the linear extrapolation, are not used.

Finally, the needed band offset is calculated using the scheme

in [55]. One should note that in the present formulation,

only the effective dipole contribution to the offset enters the

envelope function equations explicitly. Contributions due to

differences in strain and spin-orbit splitting enter through other

terms which explicitly appear in the eight band Harniltonian.

In the notation of [55], the AE~g enters. At this time, self

consistent calculations for pumped material have not been

done. T’his might be significant if there is sufficient separation

of electrons and holes in the superlattice, i.e., due to electron

occupancy of states above the barrier.

The density of states near the band gap is calculated from

the band energies using the linear tetrahedron method [58].

A three-dimensional sampling is retained for the superlattice

case to fully account for dispersion along the superlattice

axis as well as resonances above the barrier. This requires

a Brillouin zone mesh covering the irreducible wedge near the

k = O point. Since the energy range is quite small for the gain

problem, a rather dense mesh is required. A spacing of about

0.5% of the Brillouin zone dimension (or about 0.005 ~-1)

has typically been used. The residual small scale fluctuations

in Fig. 12 reflect the degree of sampling error. Similarly, the

linear gain is also calculated with this method. Again, due to

the small energy range as well as the rather small scale of

gain in comparison to absorption in unpumped material, care

must be taken to have a sufficiently fine mesh. In addition, it

is essential to linearly interpolate the dipole matrix elements

inside the tetrahedral. This closely preserves the transparency

energy, which must be equal to the difference in electron and

hole quasi-Fermi levels. The unbroadened gain spectrum in

Fig. 14 exhibits some fine scale structure near the peak which

is attributable to errors introduced by the Brillouin zone mesh

size.

Homogeneous broadening due to electron-hole dephasing

can be introduced through a Lorentzian line shape. However,

the result is a general one in that the transparency energy

equal the difference in quasi-Fermi levels [36], [37]. This

is preserved by applying the broadening to the spontaneous

emission spectrum. Then gain is derived through the relation

(~)(~) 2.g(E)

R.P(E) = – ~(~-P)/(kT) _ 1 “
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